A Letter from the President

Thank you for your generosity and support of the NACE Foundation throughout the year. It is through this support that we are able to affect the lives of students in advanced science—all under the guidance of a long-time master teacher. I have been given so much knowledge that my students are going to greatly benefit from this experience. Thank you for giving each of us a cKit™ to take back and use in our classrooms. Help is needed to put us in the full kit, and I can describe the experiences with my students, physics, chemistry, and engineering students. — Leaper High School Teacher; Leaper, Michigan

What teachers say...

SCHOLARSHIPS

$137,200

TRAVEL ASSISTANCE

$43,000

ASSM TEACHER MATERIALS CAMPS

850 cKits™ to teachers at 34 camp locations across North America

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

$35,748

NACE International Foundation

Dedicated to solving the STEM demand at all levels.

One student, one teacher, one veteran at a time.

Helping build YOUR future corrosion workforce.